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Victorian
Commemoration in
Stone

Spring Grove, like other
"rural" cemeteries, meant to
serve as a museum without walls,
a place for teaching of taste and
morals for the weathy and middle
classes. People flocked to Spring
Grove not only to enjoy the park-
like landscape but to view works
of art. Strauch told Cincinnatians
that funeral monuments were
central to the "history of art and
civilization/' and quoted a
philosopher, "From these durable
memorials of the past, upon
which are impressed the senti-
ments, the passions, and the
admiration of the age and the peo-
ple that produced them, an acute
eye may at once discover the
extent and progress of man's intel-
lectual and moral condition."

Spring Grove's founders,
many of them arts patrons, want-
ed to surpass the famous eastern
cemeteries in their display of fine
art and architecture. An art histo-
rian noted that "the selection,
design, and placing of one's tomb-
stone was a major event. In the
picturesque rural cemeteries . . .
marble angels mourned, marble

Under Strauch's guidance
Spring Grove accumulated a
great collection of works of
sculpture and eclectic architec-
ture. He wanted to give sculp-
tors a chance to produce some-
thing besides the common
marble shaft and to promote
artistic patronage. The rich
array of Spring Grove's monu-
ments and mausoleums is
largely due to Strauch's influ-
ence but is also evidence of a
more elaborate urban culture,
Cincinnatians' taste for a more
flamboyant expression closely
in tune with Victorian
customs. BL

The Roman Goddess

One of the first statues placed
at Spring Grove and not over a
burial was of Egeria, a Roman
goddess, water spirit, lympha
or nymph associated with
childbirth. Myth held that the
wife and adviser of King
Numa Pompilius created the
Grove of the Camenae outside
the Porta Capena of Rome.
Egeria graces the shore along
Geyser Lake. The sculptor
Nathan Foster Baker (1820-
1891), son of a major local
businessman, moved to
Florence to work from 1841 to
1850. He drew inspiration for
Egeria from Lord Byron's
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage
describing the goddess as "a
beautiful Thought" imparting

"the purity of Heaven to earth-
ly joys." Although his father
responded to a sketch of the
statue that the female figure
needed more drapery to suit
American taste, Baker ignored
the criticism and exhibited the

work in 1847 at the National
Academy and the Boston
Athenaeum. Walter Gregory
purchased the sculpture and
presented it as a gift to Strauch
and the Cemetery. BL
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Strauch promoted only one
large monument, through
which he defined family and
patriarchal primacy. He func-
tioned as a curator encouraging
individuals to contribute to the
fine art and counseling them
on the correct taste in styles of
monuments and mausoleums.
CHS

Columns replaced obelisks in
popularity. Free standing
columns signify a ceremonial
linkage of earth and heaven as
well as the strength of the
individual, a "pillar of the
community." CHS

willows wept, marble doves
descended, and obelisks pointed
their monitory fingers to heaven."
Under Strauch's guidance Spring
Grove accumulated a great collec-
tion of works of sculpture and
eclectic architecture not just
small stones decorated with con-
ventional motifs.

Strauch ruled that individual
index stones not exceed two feet in
height; and a standardized low,
horizontal stone with top slightly
rounded to prevent accumulation
of rain became common, grouped
around large family monuments
on lots. The regulation was aes-
thetic rather than functional, since
the small stones still rose high
enough above the turf to impede
scythe and lawn mower use.

Two years after Strauch
started his work, Spring Grove
had a profusion of small grave-
stones and 425 large monuments,
three-quarters of which were
white marble shafts among twen-
ty-seven of Grecian design, seven-
teen Gothic, eleven Scipio sar-
cophagi, seven urns, six sarcopha-
gi, six marble statues, and four
columns. In 1858 alone, propri-
etors erected ninety monuments.
In 1867, the value of monuments
totaled one million dollars,- by
1873, not counting individual
stones, Spring Grove had 1,654
family monuments valued at over
$1,500,000, eighty-two percent of
which were of marble, twelve per-
cent of "imperishable" granite,
and five percent of native sand-
stone. But within a decade or so,
much of the marble had begun to
disintegrate: "The veins are soon

pierced by the weather, in time
pieces become detached, and the
monument is eventually ruined."

Cemetery Monuments
Under Strauch's regime,

columns replaced obelisks in pop-
ularity. Free-standing columns
signify a ceremonial linkage of
earth and heaven as well as the
strength or stability of the indi-
vidual, a "pillar" of the communi-
ty, or leader. Freemasons attached
additional symbolic significance
to columns, depending on the
order of the capital — Doric,
Ionic, or Corinthian.

While the Superintendent
discouraged a profusion of indi-
vidual, small stones on Spring
Grove's lots, he advised propri-
etors to erect a single family mon-
ument, preferably a work of art, or
to choose a specimen tree in lieu
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Conrad Windisch commis-
sioned a unique stone in the
form of a Gothic ruin with ivy,
a severed oak truck, and other
elaborate symbols carved in
stone. Conrad Windisch,
along with Gottlieb and Henry
Muhlauser, founded the
Windisch-Muhlauser Brewery
in 1866, reorganized in 1882 as
the Lion Brewery, Cincinnati's
second largest in the 1880s. In
1882, it was the first to use ice
machines to chill the brew but
closed in 1922 due to
Prohibition. Two surviving
brothers erected the complex
monument with carved hour
glass, its sands gone because of
a hole, an inverted torch, an
anchor, intertwined shepherds'
staffs, a ship, a harp, linked
rings, a bow with two arrows,
and Father Time with his
scythe. BL

of a monument to make Spring
Grove a valuable arboretum. A
giant elm (sec. 24) bears a
plaque commemorating Robert
Buchanan, Cemetery president
from 1845 to 1879. Strauch plant-
ed a group of fine scarlet oaks
donated by the Horticultural
Society on Buchanan's family
lot, when the once-prosperous
Buchanan died impoverished. In
the 1880s, Buchanan's more suc-
cessful friends purchased and
placed a monument on the lot.

Strauch functioned as a cura-
tor encouraging individuals to
contribute to the fine art in the
Cemetery. He counseled propri-
etors on the "correct taste" in
styles of monuments and mau-
soleums, trying to temper eccen-
tricities and to give the Cemetery
an extraordinary display of por-

trait busts, full-length female alle-
gorical figures, and imposing
examples of funerary architecture.
Many proprietors chose sculpture
of the eclectic styles and symbolic
forms. Following trends in other
major cemeteries, Strauch urged
the Board to ban the silver-frosted
cast zinc or so-called white bronze
monuments mass-produced and
offered through catalogues.

Shortly after Spring Grove's
founding, its directors wrote to
Hiram Powers the famous sculp-
tor and asked him to produce a
statuary group, "representations
of man's mysterious existence and
passage through this world," for
placement near the Cemetery
entrance. The project languished
because of an inability to reach
agreement on a design and financ-
ing. Although Powers sent much

The Sarcophagus The sarcophagus, like the
obelisk a common monument
form in "rural" cemeteries,
was originally inspired by
ancient examples. An early
sarcophagus at Spring Grove
commemorates John Walker
(1799-1853), born in Scotland.
Walker's widow Marion erect-
ed a perfect Italian marble
copy of the Scipio Africanus
sarcophagus by Robert E.
Launitz of New York, on her
family lot in 1855. It set a fash-
ion among Cincinnati's elite
for choosing the sarcophagus
as an ideal neoclassical monu-
ment, (sec. 51) The family of
Lewis Whiteman, once partner
of Reuben R. Springer, Esquire,
and that of John Groesbeck
emulated it. (secs. 30 and 36)

At Spring Grove, John
Baker's white marble sarcopha-
gus (c. 1857) with its delicate
carvings was copied by his son,
the sculptor Nathan Foster
Baker, from the tomb of
Roman General Agrippa with a
rounded bottom supported by
lion's claws, (sec. 35) It was
placed over an underground
chamber tomb with twelve
catacombs. The younger Baker,
known for his statue of Egeria
on Geyser Lake, was entombed
here on his death in 1891. CHS
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of his sculpture to Cincinnati
patrons, only a few of his works
are at Spring Grove.

Victorian Symbolism
Spring Grove's mid-nine-

teenth-century monuments dis-
play a rich Victorian symbolic
consciousness. The Cemetery

boasts of a large collection of elab-
orate "treestones/' monuments
carved to resemble the severed
trunks of shattered oak trees, no
longer sturdy and viable. Usually,
the stone signifies the end of the
family tree, the deaths of the last
of a line, but also indicates resig-
nation to death as part of nature's

A faithful watchdog in stone
lies near the grave of his young
master, William Coon Redman
who died in 1834 at age seven
years, six months, and twenty-
one days. BL

The many stones for children
reflect the high mortality
among the young in the nine-
teenth century and symbolism
of the Victorian era: sleeping
babies, cherubs, broken
branches, severed buds. SG

processes. Germans, with their
traditional lore associated with
the sacred oak, particularly
favored the form.

The many stones for chil-
dren reflect the high mortality
among the young in the nine-
teenth century, especially because
of epidemic diseases,- and they
reflect the rich symbolism of the
Victorian era—sleeping babies,
cherubs, small lambs, broken
branches, and severed buds.

Relatively few monuments
have traditional Christian images
or even the sign of the cross.
At Spr ing Grove , where
many wealthy proprietors were
Episcopalian, the scarcity of
Christian motifs is curious.

Occasionally, a proprietor's
taste was so bad or idiosyncratic
that Strauch persuaded directors

Treestones

The Cemetery boasts a large
collection of "treestones,"
monuments carved to resem-
ble the severed trunk of shat-
tered oak trees. The stone usu-
ally signifies the end of the
family tree.

In 1866, friends of
Andrew H. Ernst (1796-1860)
commissioned Leopold
Fettweis to sculpt a treestone,
a shattered, severed oak stump
resting on the rubble of rock
adorned by ferns, Virginia
creeper, lilies of the valley, and
sprays of ivy.fsec. 23) It is fit-
ting not only because Ernst's
wife and children predeceased
him but because Ernst was a
nationally known horticultur-
ist and Cemetery founder who
came from Germany with his
father, a poor man, at age ten.
He established a fortune and
lived on an estate, "Spring
Garden." Ernst personally
favored plant symbolism. The

German inscription on the
stone scroll translates,
"Through Death to Life." The
Ernsts moved family grave-
stones to Spring Grove from an
urban graveyard and now lie
horizontally in the grass
around the monument.

Another elaborate treestone in
section 35 was erected by the
Patterson, Hering, and Zoeller
families. Here as elsewhere,
twining ivy leaves and broken
branches are inscribed with
the names of children and
grandchildren who died. This
example even depicts a chip-
munk peering from a hollow
branch.

Perhaps the most idiosyncratic
treestone at Spring Grove,
laden with symbolism and
topped by an allegorical figure
of Germanica, was erected by
the Fritz family in 1873. BL
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The Celtic Cross came into
favor at the turn of the century
and marks several graves in
the Cemetery. CHS

to veto a monument as in i860
when Alexander B. Latta, inven-
tor of a steam fire engine, wanted
to erect a small replica suspended
under an iron canopy atop four
Corinthian columns. Latta called
it a "testimonial structure"; but
Strauch argued to ban the mon-
strosity as advertising, not com-
memoration. He warned that if
this monument were allowed,
local manufacturers would dis-
play casts of their products and
merchants, examples of their
wares over graves—marble or iron
pigs, beerbottles, loaves of bread,
and soap cakes. Latta sent protest
letters to all proprietors and tried
to promote election of new board
members to fire the "despotic"
Strauch; he failed. Instead, Latta
settled for a simple, stocky
obelisk on his lot.

This controversy and
Strauch's other unpopular rules led
to accusations of "Anti-American
eccentricities" and imposition of
"heathen principles" which violat-
ed proprietors' individualistic
"rights." Some proprietors could
not tolerate Strauch's insinuations
that their practices were tasteless
if not blatantly heathenish.
Although usually a welcoming,
amiable person who had won the
respect, friendship, and adulation
of many, Strauch could not toler-
ate fools resisting arguments so
well-documented and seemingly
correct to him.

Spring Grove boasts a far rich-
er collection of portrait monu-
ments than most other
"rural" cemeteries. The Right
Reverend Charles Pettit
Mcllvaine (1799-1873),
Episcopal Bishop of Ohio for
forty years, has a plain brown-
stone Scipio tomb with a
niche containing a marble
bust erected by his "Ohio
Friends" on a lot near the
chapel of his friend Edmund
Dexter, traded from another
site in the year of his death
although it necessitated the
moving of several of the
Mcllvaine family dead. CHS

The Commercial, supporting
Strauch, reported in June 1867,
that "there have been a few lot-
owners fierce for the largest liber-
ty to make their possessions
hideous." Through the furor ran
contrasting notions of civilization,
a cultural battle between "proper"
taste and freedom of expression.
Local monument makers, stone
cutters, and iron dealers quarreled
with and even threatened Strauch.
Yet from 1855 until his death in
1883, Strauch not only earned
respect from proprietors for his
reforms, he made the Cemetery
into a sculpture garden.

Ironically, in 1882, Fire
Commissioners engineered a sub-
scription campaign to erect a
monument for Fire Chief Enoch
Megrue. Designed by Bevis, the
eleven-foot-tall monument resem-
bled the controversial one pro-
posed by A. B. Latta with a minia-
ture, working iron model of a fire
engine enclosed in a glass case
under a canopy of Quincy granite
supported by columns. Strauch, in
the last year of his life, did not
oppose it.

Portraiture
Spring Grove contains a

great wealth of portrait sculpture,
busts and full-length statues. This
taste for self-commemoration
leaves a rich material culture far
greater than can be found in east-
ern cemeteries.

Allegorical Figures
Allegorical figures provided

another frequently chosen monu-
ment type. Two of Spring Grove's
finest allegorical sculptures are on
the adjoining Fox and Bates lots,
flanked by enormous gingko trees.
Thomas White and Son of
Cincinnati, one of the first monu-
ment dealers in the city, provided



The Angel of the Resurrection
ready to sound a trumpet of
the Last Judgment, erected on
the Ringgold lot in 1865, was a
copy of a Randolph Rogers
sculpture (1863-64) originally
designed for a Connecticut
cemetery. This one is of
Christello marble and placed
on a base of dark Quincy gran-
ite. Thomas Hughes, who
founded the city's first high
school in 1824, has a similar
monument, a statue of a con-
templative maiden, erected by
his former students on a lot
donated by the Cemetery. SG

many of the sculptural monu-
ments in the Cemetery. In 1890
Superintendent William Salway
commented "that the house of
White has done more to beautify
Spring Grove than any monument
house/7 especially in introducing
rose and gray granites particularly
favored by the Prussian landscape
gardener who wanted to avoid the
monotony of "dead and sepulchral
whiteness and glare" characteris-
tic of most earlier marble stones.

Monument Dealers
Demand for better tomb-

stones and monuments fostered
craftsmanship and development of
local and national dealerships.
Thomas W. Fox, listed as a stone
or marble cutter in the 1870s City
Directories, with Alfred White
had established his "Marble
Works" manufacturing marble
and granite monuments and
importing others from Italy and
Scotland. He won the highest
award at the 1883 Cincinnati
Industrial Exposition, and by

1885, his expanded company
became the Cincinnati Steam
Granite and Marble Monumental
Works, located in Cumminsville
on Spring Grove Avenue near the
Cemetery. By 1897, it became the
Thomas W. Fox Granite Company
as Fox's son, a sculptor, joined the
prospering firm, providing much
of Spring Grove's monumentation
and sending work well beyond
the city, even memorials for
Gettysburg.

The firm of Doebel and
Stearns produced the Bruckmann
monument for $1,650. The com-
pany later became the Spring
Grove Marble and Granite Works.
By the 1880s, Martin Donahue
relocated his expanding business
as designer and builder of monu-
ments, sarcophagi, statuary, and
mausoleums to a Spring Grove
Avenue location as did the Queen
City Granite Company. C. L.
Fettweis and Sons had their firm
on McMicken Avenue in Clifton.

Allegorical sculptures

Two of Spring Grove's finest
allegorical sculptures are on
the adjoining Fox and Bates
lots, flanked by enormous
ginkgo trees. Richard Henry
Park (1832-c. 1890) of New
York designed Major Isaac
Bates's monument in the
1890s while working in
Florence. Bates's father and
uncle were among Cincinnati's
first settlers, clearing forests in
what became the city. The
sculptor Joseph Graeff of
Hoboken, New Jersey, execut-
ed the marble statue for the
extended family of George Fox,
Edward Taylor, and Stambach,
who placed it on a plain
pedestal of white granite.
Grouped around large family
monuments are individual
markers, "index stones" which

Strauch ruled should not
exceed two feet in height.
These standardized low, hori-
zontal stones had tops slightly
rounded to prevent the accu-
mulation of rain. BL
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STEAM GRANITE POLISHING WORKS

ALFRED WHITE,
Manufacturer of WHITE'S Celebrated

American Granite Monuments,
And Importer of Scotch Granite Monuments and Statuary.

The Best Quality of Granite.
SPBCIALTT.

RETAIL ROOMS,

251, 253, 255 & 257

West Fifth St. *°

WHOLESALE WORKS

CHESTER PAR!

U. S. Grant.
R.li. Hayes.
Dr. Potter.
G.K.Shoenbei
W.S. Driver.
Col.P.P.Lan
Lang and Wai
Mayer. Steele.

Matthews.
W.W.Peabody
M
Woodruff.
Hollenshade.
Dr. Rust.
Thos. Lo

p
Jas. Dalton.
W S Woodman.
Harvey DeCamp
Lowell.

Robt.McReady
A. N. Riddle.
D. F. Home.
Wm. Proctor.
Dr. Thornton.
P.W.Strader.
John Groesbecl

Jas. L.Hnven.
T.B. Disney.
Drosty.

Grogey.
Buffington.
Dr. Thomas.

TalHafero.
Villie Black.

M°. Finnegan.
J. H. Laws.

Pettibone. '
Dr. Tallialerie.
Seybold.
JudEe Gholson.

dley.
JohnFratz.
Netter.
Henry Peaehey
S.S.Davis.

Erns .
Jos. Chambers.
Baker.
J. A. Scarlett.
McCracken.
(Jol. Taylor.
Hon.Thos. Jom
H. D. Huntingt
Wm.Kirby.
E Cox
D'.R. Hickey.
JohnH.Balanc
Chas. H. Wolf.

Jeptha Gerrard

In 1890, Superintendent
William Salway commented,
"that the house of White has
done more to beautify Spring
Grove and any other monu-
ment house." CHS

Jacob Burnet

Judge Jacob Burnet's vault on
Cedar Lake was built in 1865
after the proprietors exchanged
several inland lots for the
remarkable new site. Burnet
(1770-185 3) first had a burial
vault in the Presbyterian
churchyard; but, knowing that
urban development threatened
the graveyard, he joined in
Spring Grove's founding.
Burnet, had moved to
Cincinnati in 1796, was first
buried with a simple monu-
ment on the lot he purchased
adjacent to the Pioneer
Society. But after Strauch cre-
ated his picturesque lake,
Burnet found a better spot and
decided to erect a mausoleum,
one of the Cemetery's first and
finest. Charles Rule of
Cincinnati designed the

Increasingly, Strauch urged
proprietors to take their commis-
sions to out-of-town monument
dealers who were more able to
provide the grander sculptural
compositions than local firms.
James G. Batterson and later his
New England Granite Works of
Hartford, Connecticut, provided
many fine monuments, such as
that for the McAlpin family.

Many factors explain the
profusion of large family monu-
ments at Spring Grove. Strauch's
advocacy of artistic patronage
melded with the prosperity of the
local merchant, manufacturer, and
successful professionals to give
the Cemetery a rich, diverse col-
lection. A Cincinnati newspaper
in 1880, provided another expla-
nation — guilt: "The anxious,
earnest business man, who was
too much hurried and engrossed
with business during the time
spent in accumulating a fortune,
realizes when too late that he has
during the years of struggle given
too little time to his family, and

Baroque, Corinthian, French
Second Empire, or General
Grant Style facade of imported
Italian marble. It has two
small putti or cherubs leaning
against an urn, its base draped
with fabric; and two other
urns, topped with the flame of

life, flank the ends. His
remains, along with those of
his wife and son, are entombed
here. (sec. 22) CHS
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Jacob Strader's Gothic brown
Connecticut sandstone chapel
and vault on Central Avenue
near the center of the original
Cemetery was completed in
1858 by the architect and
builder James G. Batterson of
Hartford. The structure, twen-
ty-five feet wide and twenty-
three feet deep, contains twen-
ty-six catacombs. SG

The large Groesbeck mau-
soleum is topped by the seated
sculpture of a mourning
woman flanked by two urns —
major components of the styl-
ized "mourning picture" so
popular in the early nineteenth
century. William Slocum
Groesbeck, Burnet's son-in-
law, appeared for the defense in
the 1868 impeachment trial of
President Andrew Johnson
before the U. S. Senate, helping
to clear the President. BL

The Bodman mausoleum,
designed by H. O. French of
New York, shows the French
influence of Eugane-
Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc the
Swiss-born Gothic Revival
architect whose architectural
eclecticism and improvisa-
tions shaped trends in late-
nineteenth-century America.
It is an aedicule, a miniature
shelter of church shape. BL

John Robinson built a white-
domed, Moorish-Romanesque
mausoleum costing $35,000 in
1874. The miniaturized cruci-
form structure of blue lime-
stone edged with marble is
ornamented with allegorical
statuary of Faith, Hope, and
Charity, topped by the Angel
Gabriel ready to blow his horn
to herald the Resurrection. For
generations from 1824 to 1916,
the family owned Robinson's
Circus until selling it to the
American Circus Corporation,
which then merged with
Ringling Brothers. BL
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Strauch realized that many
prosperous proprietors wanted
vaults rather than earthen
burials. CHS

as they are one by one taken from
him by the hand of death, the
arrow of grief and self-accusation
is driven deeper into his heart.
Then are called into requisition
all the talent and artistic genius
and wealth of material which
money can gather, and nature and
art vie in the expressions of love
and regret."

Grand Family Mausoleums
Aware that entombment has

been favored among the elite
since ancient times, Strauch real-
ized that many properous propri-
etors wanted vaults rather than
earthen burial. One of Spring
Grove's first subscribers, John
Baker, the wealthy merchant
whose son became a noted sculp-
tor, built an underground tomb
containing a dozen catacombs,
niches for coffins. Obscured under
the grassy slope (overlooking
Geyser Lake), the casual visitor
would not know it was there. For
each new burial, the sexton had
to remove turf and tombstone

twelve feet from the actual tomb
in order to uncover a flight of
steps. Baker was laid there in
1857. When the structure was
full, five other family members
were buried in ordinary graves on
the lot.

Although Strauch disap-
proved of vaults, the first above-
ground structures appeared during
his early administration, perhaps
acceptable because these few
well-designed mausoleums of
eclectic architectural styles func-
tioned to enhance the landscape,
especially around his rambling
lakes. Strauch favored Gothic
design, inspired by the form of
forest trees, because like nature
its details could be "multiplied or
diminished according to circum-
stances."

Practically, Strauch's lakes
created scenic sites for deluxe bur-
ial lots that were larger and more
irregular in shape than those in
the older burial sections. There
and in other new lake-side sec-
tions Strauch designed, wealthy

The Dexter Chapel From 1865 to 1869, local archi-
tect James Keyes Wilson (1828-
1894) designed the ornate
sandstone Gothic funerary
chapel for the Dexter brothers.
Edmund Dexter had hosted
Charles Dickens at his fine
Gothic Revival home at the
corner of Fourth and Broadway
in 1842. The Board agreed to
let Dexter purchase the family
lot which Strauch originally
had chosen for himself in
exchange for the entire island
in the middle of the new lakes
which they gave to Strauch.

The flamboyant Gothic
structure is so imposing that
many visitors mistake it for
the cemetery's chapel. Around
an arcaded terrace on the sec-
ond level, it has the only sym-
metrical flying buttresses in
the Cincinnati area. Indeed,
the Dexters wanted a structure
reminiscent of the Sainte
Chapelle in Paris, although
some trace its inspiration to
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Cincinnatians erected fine mau-
soleums of grand architectural
styles in a diminished scale that
compliments and augments
Strauch's landscape, making dis-
tances seem greater and spaces
larger than they actually are.

England's Chichester
Cathedral as well as Sainte-
Chapelle in Paris. Joseph
Foster of Cincinnati built it a
cost of $100,000. Montgomery
Schuyler, a noted turn-of-the-
century architectural critic,
judged it a "gem," exclaiming,
"What specimen have we in
America of as highly devel-
oped or as ornate Gothic in
miniature which is more suc-
cessful than this?"

The marble interior con-
tains a vault with twelve cata-
combs on the lower level and a
chapel above measuring
twelve feet by thirty feet with
a thirty-four foot ceiling.
Originally it was meant to
have an elevator. Strauch
framed the Dexter mausoleum
with foliage to terminate a
vista across the water as one
entered. This structure, soar-
ing forty-eight feet on its site
overlooking Geyser Lake, was
intended to have ivy-covered

walls; and it did through much
of its history, contributing the
stone decay that proved a prob-
lem within a matter of
decades. Many of the turrets,
crockets, and pinnacles even-
tually deteriorated and fell.
Through the twentieth centu-
ry, structural problems,
restoration, and even suggested
destruction preoccupied the
Board. CHS

Mrs. George Selves commis-
sioned Thomas Dow Jones to
design this Gothic sepulchral
chapel in 1868 for her son.
Built of blue limestone deco-
rated with gray freestone, with-
in a year, it needed repair since
"its roof and sides showed
signs of giving way." It bears
the inscription, "Whom the
gods love die young." CHS


